The object of this paper is to present Rasch (Brogden, 1977; Fischer, 1968; Keats, 1967 Keats, , 1971 to the connection between these two models.'
tically, there have been some difficulties in its application. It is pointed out in this paper that the Rasch model, which is a stochastic model, does not suffer from this fault. The exposition centers on the analyses of two data sets, each of which was analyzed using Rasch Although conjoint measurement is generally acknowledged as an important theoretical contribution, its practicality has been questioned. Apparently not many psychologists are aware that the Rasch (1960) model is a practical realization of conjoint measurement, and the literature contains only a few references (Brogden, 1977; Fischer, 1968; Keats, 1967 Keats, , 1971 to the connection between these two models. ' It is surprising that this connection has been ignored, particularly in view of the complaints made about the problems of applying conjoint measurement to real data:
In their current status, the fundamental measurement theories are algebraic, that is, deterministic. Their predictions do not lend themselves easily to empirical verification. Any departure of the data from the theory amounts to a puzzle to which the standard decision rules of statistics do not apply. (Falmagne, 1976) Similarly, Cliff (1973) mentioned &dquo;the relative failure of axiomatic measurement theory to handle the difficulties posed by the inconsistencies inherent in fallible data.&dquo; He went on to say that what would most convince psychologists of the value of these concepts is &dquo;one really striking empirical example in which the axiomatic measurement theory approach led to a marked simplification of an area or to an important new substantive insight.&dquo;
The Rasch model is an example of conjoint measurement with an underlying stochastic structure. As a stochastic model, it can be applied to empirical data and tested for goodness-of-fit using the general procedures of statistical inference, not just the rule-of-thumb guidelines or the monte carlo methods which characterize the evaluation of the algebraic conjoint measurement models. In response to Cliff's plea for a &dquo;striking empirical example,&dquo; the Rasch model provides the possibility of demonstrating measurement objectivity of a sort not previously thought possible in psychometrics. Rasch (1966) has coined the term &dquo;specific objectivity&dquo; to describe the particular characteristic of his model which permits the comparison of two subjects independent of which instruments (stimuli) are used to measure them, as well as the comparison of two instruments independent of the subjects on whom they are used. In short, the Rasch model is a practical example of how conjoint measurement can be applied to empirical data. (Coombs, Dawes, & Tversky, 1970 (Lord & Novick, 1968) (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 429) that a person's raw score (number of items correct) is a minimal sufficient statistic for his/her ability. This leads to a practical implementation of the model in that statistical estimates of abilities and item parameters can be obtained by proceeding as if everyone with the same raw score has exactly the same ability.
The parameter estimates are commonly computed using an estimation method known as unconditional maximum likelihood (Wright & Douglas, 1977; Wright & Panchapakesan, 1969) . Haberman (1977) has shown that these estimates converge in probability to the true parameters, provided the number of items and the number of people grow indefinitely large at a certain rate relative to each other and provided certain other technical assumptions hold. The theoretically ideal estimation method, conditional maximum likelihood, yields consistent estimates of item parameters (Andersen, 1973 ), but involves computational difficulties which make it impractical for applications with large numbers of test items (Wright & Douglas, 1977) . article), and then score group and item &dquo;effects&dquo; are calculated as in ANOVA. Note that here the index i refers to a score group, whereas above it was used to identify an individual; note also the difference between the observed proportions, fij, and the theoretical probabilities, p,,.
The unweighted least squares procedure can be employed for the general algebraic conjoint measurement model, except that the monotonic transformation to be used on the ft,} is not specified a priori. The analysis includes a searching algorithm which attempts to find the monotonic transformation that best produces additivity according to some criterion of fit. It should be emphasized, however, that raw score grouping relies on statistical theory, not conjoint measurement theory, for justification; and furthermore, it is only justified in the case of the Rasch model, which is the unique example where raw score is a minimal sufficient statistic for ability (Anderson, 1977) . It should also be made clear that even if it is assumed that the Rasch model holds, the observed score group by item data matrix need not yield an exact (i.e., perfect) additive representation, since it involves observed estimates of probabilities, not the probabilities themselves.
When the items and people are scaled using algebraic conjoint measurement, there is a problem of evaluating the goodness-of-fit. With the exception of some recent work (Falmagne, 1976) , there has been little attempt at developing a probabilistic framework for testing the fit using statistical inference. Nevertheless, there are empirical checks which can be used to index the quality of the fit, and although they do not provide probability statements, it is of interest to compare these with the statistical tests of the Rasch model.
Goodness-of-fit Tests in Conjoint Measurement
There are several reasonable criteria that might be used to examine goodness-of fit of an additive model with fallible data. One natural approach' has been given by Kruskal (1964) and is used in his computer program MONANOVA (Kruskal & Carmone, 1969 Another approach to testing for additivity3, which is nonconstructive in the sense that no function M is found, is to examine the data with respect to two ordinal properties that are necessary conditions for additivity (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, & Tversky, 1971) . The first of these is the monotonicity (or independence) condition which asserts that a data matrix is additive only if its rows and columns can be permuted to make its elements monotonically increasing from left to right and from top to bottom. That is, the rows and columns of an additive MxN data matrix (d;f) can be rearranged to form the matrix (d',f) with the property that As an empirical check on monotonicity, a useful index is Kendall's coefficient of concordance, W, computed separately for the row rankings (r) and the column rankings (We) (Wallsten, 1976) . The value of W may be roughly interpreted as the mean rank-order correlation between all possible pairs of row (column) ranks. In a perfectly additive matrix, W, = W, = 1. The greater the number of violations of monotonicity, the closer these coefficients will be to 0.
The second ordinal property helpful in diagnosing departures from additivity is the double cancellation condition. Double cancellation holds whenever the following relation exists:
The double cancellation condition is satisfied whenever the two antecedent inequalities in Equation 5 are followed by the inequality in Equation 6 . Double cancellation is illustrated in Figure 1 . Double cancellation can be tested by examining all 3x3 submatrices generated from the intersection of any 3 rows and any 3 columns of the MxN data matrix. There are (Af) . (~) 3x3 submatrices to examine. Each of these can be classified into one of three categories: The ratio of the number of submatrices with cancellation violations to the total number of testable submatrices gives another diagnostic index of how much the data matrix departs from perfect additivity. In the perfect case, this ratio will be 0. Note that if monotonicity holds and the data matrix is arranged so that its elements increase from left to right and from top to bottom, then double cancellation in Direction 1 (Figure 1) (Wright & Mead, 1977) , which does Rasch scaling by the method of unconditional maximum likelihood. The MONANOVA and BICAL ability estimates have been plotted against each other in Figure 2 ; Figure 3 is a plot of the two sets of item facilities (BICAL actually computes item difficulties, which are the negative of the item facilities shown here). Figure 2 shows that the two sets of ability estimates calculated from MONANOVA and BICAL had an almost perfect linear relationship: Their correlation is .997. Figure 3 shows the same for the two sets of item facilities. Their correlation is .985.
Tests of FIt for the Parole Data
The tests of fit lead to some interesting questions. The fit analysis for the Rasch model estimates can be organized into three components: (1) an overall analysis of total test fit; (2) a partition of this analysis into the fit of each item; and (3) a specific test of the invariance of the item estimates over score (ability) groups (Wright & Mead, 1977) . well.
When the model holds, estimates of item parameters should be independent of the distribution of person ability. By dividing the sample into groups based on score levels and checking for group differences in the residuals, the stability of item parameters over ability levels can be tested. BICAL does Downloaded from the Digital Conservancy at the University of Minnesota, http://purl.umn.edu/93227. May be reproduced with no cost by students and faculty for academic use. Non-academic reproduction requires payment of royalties through the Copyright Clearance Center, http://www.copyright.com/ Table 3 Fit Mean Squares for the Nine &dquo;Salient Factor&dquo;
Items in the Parole Sample this by computing ANOVAs for the residuals inflated to have individual degrees of freedom of one for each of the items. The ratio of the between-groups to within-groups mean squares of these residuals is distributed approximately as an F statistic with k and N k degrees of freedom, where k is the specified number of score groups used in the analysis and N is the sample size. A significant F for an item indicates that its facility parameter is not stable over ability levels. The parole sample was analyzed using the six scoring groups: 1-2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7-8. The hypothesis of stability over ability levels could be rejected (p < .01) for 6 of the 9 items (3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) . This qualifies the two previous tests of fit and implies that the data did not conform fully to the model's predictions.
In summary, the parole data appeared to fit overall, and all but Item 6 appeared to fit among the items. However, when the specific test for item stability over score groups was performed, then it can be seen that there were serious signs of item instability. In practice, as can be seen here, the use of statistical tests of goodness-of fit are not so clear-cut as might be inferred from the earlier remarks contrasting the statistical Rasch model with the deterministic additive conjoint measurement model. The various tests of additivity which were used were in agreement that the conjoint measurement model did not hold up too well. The stress value computed for MONANOVA was 27.1%. In another context Kruskal (1964) The tests for monotonicity were consistent with the high stress value: Wr = .895 and We = .695. Apparently, the columns of the data matrix in Table 1 departed appreciably from perfect monotonicity, although the meaning of these magnitudes will be more understandable when they are considered in comparison to the values computed in the second data set below.
Similarly, the cancellation tests gave poor results. The data matrix consists of (8) (9) = 4704 3x3 submatrices which were examined for violation of cancellation. Each submatrix was examined in both directions (see Figure 1) . The results of the cancellation tests are given in Table 4 . Table 4 Results of Cancellation Tests for Data Matrix of Table 1 However, it is probably more informative to consider just the cancellation tests in Direction 2. Cancellation tests in Direction 1 are considerably constrained to be favorable as long as monotonicity is &dquo;reasonably&dquo; well satisfied, and although it has been seen that We was not too close to 1, it was certainly very far from 0. Using Direction 2 only, then, gives a ratio of total violations to total testable submatrices of 690/2916 = .24. No statistical significance can be assigned to this value. However, as a baseline for comparison, Levelt, Riemersma, and Bunt (1972) analyzed some empirical data in the same way and found ratios in the range of .002 to .026. Using this baseline, the parole data fall well short of a good fit.
Summarizing all the results, both the statistical tests of fit and the tests of additivity imply that the data were not too well described by an additive representation. On the other hand, the very high agreement between the MONANOVA and BICAL parameter estimates suggested that despite the poor fit of the data, the Rasch model performed close to optimally (i.e., the minimum stress monotonic function which best produces additivity in these data was extremely close to a linear transformation of the logistic function).
Reanalysis of an Example from Rasch
To provide a contrast with the parole data, some data given by Rasch (1960, p. 71) were reanalyzed. This example was selected because Rasch (1960, p. 91) asserts that &dquo;on the whole the model gives a satisfactory description of the data.&dquo;
The data used were from the testing of 1094 Danish military recruits administered one subtest of a group intelligence test. Rasch did not state so explicitly, but this test apparently consisted of free-response items (Rasch, 1960, p. 62 Table 5 . This data matrix was also analyzed using MONANOVA. The person abilities and item facilities computed from MONANOVA have been plotted against the estimates given by Rasch (1960, p. 106), and appear in Figures 4 and 5 . The estimation methods Rasch used in his analysis were, by his own admission, &dquo;primitive&dquo;; in part, they were obtained by fitting graphical data by sight. However, he remarked that they matched very closely with estimates obtained more rigorously, and they are sufficiently accurate for our purposes here. The analysis here confirms Rasch's conclusions. The stress value computed by MONANOVA was 9.5%, considerably better than the 27.1% for the parole data. The tests for cancellation are given in Table 6 and also reflect considerable improvement in additivity compared to the previous example. Plot of Ability Estimates Computed from MONANOVA vs. Rasch's (1960) (Coombs, Dawes, & Tversky, 1970) (Rasch, 1966 ).
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